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BLACK EYES

By Rhett Tanner

WHAT'S BEHIND THE RISE IN FOOD PRICES

h,, cramm. h neck, she listened to "aero" wtsellMMka Madie and Cora Mse stood Quietly in a huddle, gazing swe
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struck st the dosed door to "Mister Ben's" bedroom.

"Will you tell me what's going on 'round here?" Miss Madie

said aloud.

,
"Bests me," Cora Mae answered flatly. She was scared stiff

because she had been the only person with "Mister Ben" when he

passed.

"Talking 'bout in th' death of her daddy." Miss

Madie muttered supercilously. "How can she run in here outah

the mumble jumble. And to her surprise, she discovered that

Emma Lou was the culprit She was saying, "you people go

home. There to not going to be s sitting up around here. My dear,

departed father wouldn't want you sitting around grieving ewer

him,"

Miss Madie left off what she was doing and rushed to the

doorway of the living room. She stood watching the women rise

reluctantly from their chairs, giving supercilious side glances to

their neighbors, however, they filed quietly out or the room.

Emma Lou. looking very foolish, wss left standing in the

middle of the room, wringing her hands, huffing and puffing

Mifcfi...'

PUTTING YOUR EDUCATION TO WORK
'Twas the night before i

the street'n accuse somebody of anything."

"He passed quietly, Miss Madie, he didn't struggle one bit. He

had been talking kindah like his mind was elsewhere. had to ask

him to repeat some things. One thing he asked me to tell you

don't make much sense, but he wants you to keep your pepper'n

vinegar and stay single." Cora Mae was over come by tears and

covered her face with her hands; her slendor body shook

convulsively as weppt into her trembling hands.

Miss Madie was at a lost as what to do, therefore she did

nothing. Perhaps she was too angry to weep; angry with herself

because she had been lured away from his bedside to go shopping

blowing like an angy bull. After awhile she spottea miss mmm

standing inside the doorway and her ire wss rekindled. She stood;

she said, "get your things togetherl am locking this house

"Whatcha mean, get my things together'.'"

"Just what said. "This joint has been s pest house for too

long. My daddy would probably be alive if you had spent more

time with him; instead, you left him in the care of Cod only

knows who."

Miss Madie suddenly snapped out of her indolence; she was

ready to defend her character from the teeth and claws of this

m BBSS'

An even greater responsibility for

all young people as they look to the

future is putting their education to

work for their fellow man. Most of

them are in these positions as seniors

today because of their intellectual

capacity and drive. Therefore the

greatest role for them to play is how

they are and especially those who

have been beaten down by the system.

Perhaps such advise and counsel is

needed even nore for all young people

affluent society.

The time is here for all young

people to firmly realize that education

is power and power is education. The

most important way to use the power of

education is by deeper concentration

to the basic study of the techniques

and tools to survive in this fast moving

society.

Recent advise and counsel given by

Congressman Stokes to some 250

seniors from predominantly
black

colleges and universities comes at a

much needed time. For it would seem

in some instances that many of the

bright young men and women have

forgotten why they have come to

many of our institutions.

Citing the problems of poverty,

hunger and inadequate education for

millions of Americans, the minority

student were urged to restructure

their priorities and rededicate

themselves to the senitivity regarding

the plight of others.

He further reminded them that

they were the generation which had

challenged the entire system under

which we live and as we move on even

greater challenges would face them.

for a winter coat. "That beats bobtail," she said aloud, in an

effort to abort drowning herself in the woes of

Cora Mae's weeping had steadily grown louder and more

moanful. "There's a puke of misery if I evah seed one." Miss

Durham's consolidation mania has struck again. The

Bureaucrates in this town would consolidate "Consolidation" if it

could be consolidated. (An intended Implied analogy takes from

the "Last Poets" that some of us are familiar with).

Commissioners meeting on Monday,
At the Durham County

December 4th, one item on the agenda was a request for funds

for Edgemont Community Clinic. The issue was funding not

alternatives. The clinic position was clearly stated. They want to

remain a community based and controlled operation. County

commissioner, Howard Essley's exorbitant wish for eight of these

clinics is flattering but windy. We don't want etght clinics. We

want one that can maintain its special unique method of

operation.

that Durham has little
discerning person

It is no secret of any

of innovative creative services in any area.
to offer in the way

This if particularly true in the field of health services. Durham's

Edgemont Clinic has made a great beginning toward such a

without CIA admission policies.
service This a medical facility

This a facility with personnel who work because they enjoy their

We realize that such an
patients.work and want to help

institution could pose a threat to guinea pig institutions that need

and to keep social workers in their
the poor

for experiments

positions.

Edgemont Clinic is the one place where poor people in our

community can get a fair shot at preventive medicine which is

one concrete key to good health.

If our County Commissioners are so aware of the good the

clinic has done in the past, why must there be so much song and

dance about giving it financial support. How long do they want

Edgemont Clinic to stretch its boot straps. Five years of strap

stretching is hell. The clinic merits one years' funding.

We were very surprised that the voice of senility,

Commissioner Easley, would suggest Federal Funding. We

thought he was the Treasury Department's personal guardian, the

way he rants and raves about spending. Of course, if that would

become the case he would then become his usual self in the role

of the TRUE RED, WHITE AND BLUE WHIPPING BOY.

Christmas and there in his

chair,

father was moaning and

tearing his hair. While upstairs

in bed, sll still and asleep,

The children didn't know

what made daddy weep. The

money had been paid, the gifts

had been bought,

and all was well with the

world, or father had thought,

He'd gone to the car, put the

toys on the seat,

and then to the market for

good things to eat. He returned

to the car, and what did he

find?

Some thief in the night had

stolen him blind.

U nfortunately, there are

people beside Santa Claus

tiptoeing around during the

Christmas season carrying gifts.

Where Santa Claus creeps down

chimneys with bags of delights

for the kiddies, the sneak theif

creeps through darkened

parking lots to steal bundles

from cars of unsuspecting

shoppers.

Madie said under her breath. However, she made no effort to

comfort the wailing woman; A good cry, she decided, might do

Cora Mse more gooti than a dose of medicine.

An hour later, the apartment was full of people; women and

children sat about talking in whispers. They had heard Cora Mae

crying and guessed that "Mister Ben had passed. Miss Madie was

grateful to her neighbors for stopping in to "comfort her in her

hour of distress." Strangely enough, "misery courts misery," she

told hereself as she greeted each new comer. Too, she felt awfully

foolish thanking folk for their "heartfelt sympathy" when she

had fco confirmation that Ben Prattt was actually dead. Doctor

Stanford had come out to remove his brown leather bag from the

divan; he had taken off his coat, and his shirt sleeves were rolled

shove his knobby elbows; she had tried to question him about the

goings on inside of "Mister Ben's room, but he had shaken his

head sadlv and left all of her questions unanswered. There was no

of a Using her index Tinger to point, witn sne

pointed out the discrepancies in Emma Lou's accusation; "your

daddy died from natural causes long time God kept

breath in his body is beyond Mister Ben, while in man

care was never mistreated-Go- d was on his Ps an Qs the day he led

me to believe should go to Mister Ben's bedside. If hadn't he

would've made his peace with the devil or somebody long ago.

These Bayboro neighbors may be as foolishe as they looks, but

they ain't crazy. The only fool in the crowd is Madie Perkins, the

big hearted clown. If I had of sense, I would've taken my

pension and gone somewheres 'n sat down no mah

make no mistake- my haunches need sitting on. No, feebleminded

me all heart 'n no sense had to come here to nuss a stack of

bones that nobody in this world aobut."

Emma Lou was unprepared for the avalanche of pity verbose,

therefore, she turned and walked swiftly away from the prattling,

old woman. However, in a caustic tone of voice she hurled over

her broad shoulders: "get your junk and get services are

no longer needed--

NIXON'S APPROACH

time to stand around with her mouth open, and wearing the

expression on her face of one who isn't sure one has not

Bayard Rustin Says

questions are being asked and

discussed on all types of the media.

What has happened to the serious

thinking individuals of this great

country of ours?

How much longer will we allow

these serious behavioral actions to go

on? We hope that the will to do right

will prevail.

Certainly a higher standard of

behavior is usually expected from our

tip leaders because they are expected

to set the moral tone for the country.

More and more serious questions

are continuing to be raised about

Nixon and his political antics.

It just seems appalling to many

persons that somehow this

administrator of the highest office of

our country can continue to literally

"pull the wool" over the eyes of

so many of the best minds of our

country and seems to be apparently

getting away with it.

Each day some new discovery has

come up about Nixon and many grave

ROY WHKINS SAYS PAY-M0R-
E?:t7

4-W-
HY-

STORE HOURS

WELLON VILLAGE

10 a.m. 10 p.m.

ROXBORO RD.

MISS JUNIOR Louise Lewis, a junior social welfare major at Livingstone College,

Salisbury, N.C., is the daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Floyd Lewis of 167 Chamber Street Newburgh, N.Y. A

popular lass who answers to "Wendy," Wanda was chosen Miss Junior Class . A dean's list

student, Wanda holds membership in the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, the Marching Band, and the

Julia B. Duncan Players (drama group). She is the second of three daughters born to the elder

Lewises.

Executive Secretary of NAACP

SHOP BIG STAR9 a.m. 9 p.m.

Sunday p.m

UNIVERSITY DR. tm m tm ws

With a few pointers from

the Insurance Information

Institute, however, it may be

possible to thwart the thieves

and save your presents for

Santa's bundle.

When you are out shopping

and find it necessary to leave

the car unattended with gifts

inside, always lock your

purchases in the trunk. Not

only does this provide greater

gifts, security, but by taking

the package out of sight any

temptation for thieves is

effectively removed.

Even with the package

safely locked away, always

lock your car doors and take

your keys with you, the

Institute cautions. The only

thing worse than losing all

youis losing your entire car.

When possible, park your

car in brightly lit,

area. Thieves don't like

working where they can be

seen.

Car Pool Interest Brings Ins. Questions and SAVE!9 a.m. 9 p.m

Sunday p.m m mm wsRACIAL LABELS NOW & THEN
LEAN BONELESS

CORNED

IN MEMORY OF

ARTHUR LOGAN

All who knew Dr. Arthur

Logan were struck by his

compelling gentleness and.

compassion. He hated

prejudice,
not bitterly or

blindly, but because he un-

derstood its destructive ness,

and he grieved over human

misfortune. Yet he was en-

dowed with a strength of

character not found in

ordinary men; his

during times of

crisis was awesome. You

could not meet Dr. Logan,

even for a brief moment,

without sensing his innate

goodness, and you could not

work with him without

marveling at his unassuming,

yet firm, leadership.

Dr. Logan died last week,

unexpectedly and suddenly,

and those of us who were

To Be Equal LH
by Vmnom E, Jordan, Jr. TM

mJM A
National Director of Urban League Wr M

air, but many people are

reluctant to enter such

arrangements.

North Carolina residents

fear they will expose

themselves to a lawsuit which

won't be covered by their

regular insurance.

The Insurance Information

Institute advises that, in terms

of insurance coverage, car

poolers probably have nothing

With growing concern in

North Carolina over the

possibility of gasoline rationing

and the lack of gasoline

availability, the interest in car

pools for work and school is

reaching its highest point since

World War II.

Joining a car pool can be a

convenience and a time and

money saver-- well as a way

of improving the quality of our

to worry about. However, a

few words of caution and

explanation are in order.

Insurance on a privately

owned, vehicle is

placed in jeopardy only If the

pool is operated for a profit. In

the situation where everyone in

the pool uses his car an equal

amount of time there is, of

course, no problem.

The problem most often

arises when one of the car pool

BEEF ROUNDS

$1.38LB.

ENERGY AND THE GHETTO
U ..I 4 iu

;U..

CHOICE
. . .

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF . . .
CHUCK

participants does not share in

the, driving chores and thus

pays a regular fee.

,, ,'.
To preserve

Insurance

coverage, the Institute points

out, any car pool fee should

not be more than the fair share

of the gas, oil, and general

depreciation on the car. A

bm as a valued b6

SUPER MARKET . 910 N. ROXBORO STREET
BONE-I-

LB.ROAST 68simol er way for the

Jobs for blacks remained the principal

objective. Now the General Services

Administration (GSA) in Washington is

ignoring the law on hiring. It is charged by the

Civil Service Commission with employing

persons, regardless of job qualifications, who

have been referred by the Committee for the

of the President, among others.

The assistant administrator of the GSA office

was formerly on President Nixon's staff in the

White House.

This is one way of getting around a law.

Another is to manipulate the clauses and

amendments in existing laws in such
away that

,

not only required data are secured, but racial

discrimination irt hiring is cheeked. VoteVs can'

be warned by Washington lobbyists but they

seldom pay attemtion to amendments. Yet this

is a favorite way in which friends (?) and foes

of civil rights choose to "deal" and thus cripple

original legislation.

Because of the drive for black jobs, a lot of

loose talk has been going around about

"quotas." It is said that the procedures on

minority workers and minority students in

colleges are "unfair" to whites. An industrial

plant that never in its history had a black

member, a coDege where black students, if any,

were strictly limited to one or two - all these

are told that they must show their good faith

(not their words) by removing their strictures.

Their affirmative action is greeted by the black

quota charge.

Jobs are high on the priority Kst for Negroes,

if not number one,

These citizens must have the law and

procedures that will enable them to break the

strangelehold of centuries on "white" and

"black jobs. This GSA caper is an indication

that blacks and whites cannot even be certain

that the language of the law will be observed.

Without fanfare
,
it has been revealed that the

Gvil Service Department of New York state has

begun using a code system to identify all state

employes by race. The payroll record now

carries a code number that classifies the worker

as to ethnic origin.

The excuse for this racial tag is that

computerized tapes will make it easier to

supply information on minority employment

that is required by the U.S. Equal Opportunity

Commission. Categories include whites, blacks

and other minorities.

Whites are in the first category, designated

00. Code number 0 has been assigned to black s

with 02 to Puerto Ricans. Spanish surnamedare

03, Asian Americans 04, American Indians OS

and others 06. A dry official said ethnic and sex

data would also be kept. He said this had been

done in compliance with a 1972 amendment to

the 974 Civil Rights Act.

For many years politicians, researchers and

some civil rights groups have been seeking a way

to get racial data on employees.

New York state slipped in its own code

shortly after it enacted the first state law in the

nation against discrimination in employment.

It was unofficial and illegal, but it helped

employees get around the section on referrals

of workers.

Sincere politicians and crusading workers for

civil rights laws were stymied by the lack of

racial data. An employer might be told that he

had a discriminatory hiring policy. But his

lawyers and supervisors would stall for years

while the proof, "by visual observance," was

slowly assembled. Then came more years of

delay in the courts.

The exclusion of Negro workers became so

blatant that, finally, black civil rights workers,

although refusing to consent to the data plan,

did not voice loud objections to it .

Open 7 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily

Specials Good Thru Sunday - Open Till 9 P.M. and
passengers to

reimburse the pool members is

to give a gift sometime during

the year to the drivers.Sunday 12:00 A. M.
U. S. CHOICE . . .

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF
. . .

CHUCK

This divorces the concept

A confirmed utegrattonist,

Dr. Logan held unwaveringly

to this ideal in the face of the

turbulence and shifting tides

of public opinion of the 1980s.

He served the ghetto, yet he

believed that black people

would be denied the full

potential of human dignity

until the ghetto was

destroyed. Thus he headed an

organization that was

fighting to ensure that an

urban renewal project on

Manhattan's Upper West Side

would be both economically

and racially mixed.

Dr. Logan was also com-

mitted to medicine, in all Its

practical and psychological

aspects. Dr. King, Duke

EUintgon, Jackie Robinson

and other promtont blacks

looked to Dr. Logan not

simply because of his talents

as a doctor, but because he

understood the emotional

sufferings of a sick person,
'

And while he had many

famous and wealthy patients,

Dr. Logan served the poor as

well, making regular visits to

Knickerbocker and

Sydenham hospitals in

Harlem.

He worked tirelessly to root

out discrimination from the

medical profession. And he

was forever encouraging

young blacks to take up

medicine as a profession,

because he believed firmly in

its worth. But he believed

that black doctors should

undergo the same discipline

and meet the same standards

as others. He wss adamantly

opposed to the lowering of

standards; he understood too

well that this would

irreparably damage not only

the medical profession but

also toe black community

itself.

Arthur Logan left a proud

legacy to his wife, Marian,

and young son, Chipper.

Marian Logan is an effective

activist in her own right: she

worked side by side with her

husband for many causes;

together they accomplished a

great deal

Dr. Logan also left a great

legacy to all black people,

and to Harlem. Harlem was

his life; during his funeral the

procession passed by the

hospitals, medical centers,

settlement houses, touting

projects and clinks which

were established because of

Ms efforts. It was a long

procession, because Dr.

Logan had many friends, and

it took some time to com-

plete, because Dr. Logan was

so essential a part of

Harlem's social Institutions.

And It was a sad, bat noble

tribute to a gracious man,

and dedicated leader.

of "fee ' from the privilege of

riding in a car pool and leaves

the insurance protection intact. STEAK 88In the case of car pools

LB.involving children, the Institute

stresses the importance of

wearing seat belts not only to

protect the children in the case

of an accident but also to

prevent the kind of antics that

mieht distract the drivers

enforced and gougers made to pay dearly

Jhe. second, principle that energy

allocations should not hamper industrial users

in a way that throws people out of work .
While

it may only be a scare tactic, talk is current that

some factories will have to be shut down and

their workers laid off.

Most experts predict a sharp rise in

unemployment, even without an energy crisis.

This country's goal has to be that of full

employment - a job for everyone willing and

able to work. We've had enough experience

with "jawboning" to know that voluntary

compliance is Regulations on

energy use ought to be formulated now --

before it is too late - to insure that there is

rational use of scarce energy and that

employment won't suffer.

And I'd like to see some kind of watchdog

committee set up to insure that the energy crisis

doesn't, become everybody's excuse for placing

more burdens on poor people and for evading

social goals and responsibilities.

Already , at least one southern school district

has asked that school busing

directives be set aside to conserve fuel. All sorts

of similar patriots will be coming

out of the woodwork now, saying it is their

duty to cut heat to tenants to 55 degrees or to

stop the school buses or close factories.

Minorities and working people need assurances

that the energy crisis is not going to become

another excuse to put more pressure on their

necks.

Finally ,
in addition to pushing the search for

alternative energy supplies, rational national

policy demands pushing socially desirable goals

at the same time. For example, one reason why

the energy crisis is upon us is the fantastic

program of the past two decades,

a program that created suburbia and

downgraded cities. A commitment to mass

transit systems and to reviving city centers

would go a long way toward conserving fuel

while improving the quality of American life.

Even if Jfee Aab states stop trying to

blackmail us into abandoning our longstanding

commitment fo Israel, there will still be a

serious oil shortage. The energy crisis appears to

be here to stay. It is something that started

years ago when world demand increased and

prices rose sharply, and it will probably go on

until new energy sources are found.

The President has already called for a great

national effort to attain in

energy supplies by the end of the decade,

proving once again that Americans have almost

unlimited capacity to set and follow through on

national goals that don't directly tackle the

human problems of living together decently .

In the 1960s, the national goal was to put a

man on the moon. In the 70s it will be to

increase energy supplies. When will we decide

to make the eradication of poverty and the

re vital iz at ion of cities a great national goal

-- in the 1990s?

Meanwhile, the energy crisis continues and it

has important implications for black people

and poor people. As the government moves to

conserve energy its policy must be based firmly

on two important principles.

Fust, the burden of the shortages should be

borne by all. with the heaviest burden on the

people who can most afford it.

It s no great sacrifice to limit the use of

cars or for middle class homes to

reduce thermostats to 68 degrees. But black

people and working people whose jobs are

dependent on site ItJkporatton shouldn't be

bit with the same driving limitations and gas

taxes as Sunday pteasurejrers. f

And black people shouldn't be victimized by

gougers using the energy crisis as an excuse.

Every winter many hundreds of thousands of

black people in urban ghettos freeze because

their landlords don't provide enough heat. For

them, the 68 degree home beating target never

existed. While it tries to cut back on energy use ,

the government shouldn't foster flue epidemics

in the ghettos - housing codes should be

attention.

Once a car pool participant

is convinced his regular auto

insurance is valid, his next

and as a close friend.

Some may wonder why I

am devoting a column to Dr.

Logan, for while his con-

tribution to the civil rights

movement wan significant,

he may not be as

nationally as he is in New

York. I write because be was

a friend a man who saved

my life after I had suffered a

serious heart attack and

because the values and

strengths which made Dr.

Logan ao exceptional were

the very ones which formed

the solid underpinning of the

civil rights movement

Dr. Logan could easily

have dedicated himself to a

lucrative practice. He was a

gifted surgeon and doctor

one of the first black

graduates of Columbia

University's College of

Physicians and Surgeons.

The pressures he endured as

a young men were immense:

for to be black and graced

with ability was to confront

terrifying responsibilities to

yourself, to your race and to

society.

Yet he bore that pressure

well, committing himself to

the cause of racial ad-

vancement even before a

mass dvO rights movement

existed.

Most of his work was done

behind the scenes. He was

instrumental in raising funds

for Martin Luther King's

most important campaigns;

he was a brilliant organiser

and administrator; and he

had a genius for transforming

embroyonic programs Into

effective vehicles for com-

munity service.

He was particularly con-

cerned with the lack of decent

medical care in the ghetto.

SAVE ON
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concern is the amount of

coverage he has.

12 Or
He should consider bodily

injury liability coverage with
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protects him against claims

which his

'pool' passengers-ca-n bring
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against him after an accident.
SHORTENING

As an example, says the

institute, limits of

IB. $300. 000S500.000 would

provide up to $300,000
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ways and see things our way
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coverage for one Injury in an 2499CAN

accident with a $500,000 per

accident limit.i BEEF SHORT RIBS
Medical payments is another

important coverage. If written

with limits of $1,000, each

person in the car can receive up

to $1,000 for medical expenses

ESC States Largest Manpower Agency incurred within one year of an

accident regardless of who is at
LARGE FLORIDA TANGEL0ES OR

When Governor
Hoiahouaer s recent an OttCarMat

fault. The Institute emphasizes

that because the dollar limits

applies to each passenger

separately, there is no need to

increase the limits in order to

te public office,
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cover additional passengers.

Property damage liability

nt Security

Commission December I, the

Charlotte

baaaMaaman to

North Carolina's largest

King Nixon the

Conservator sleeps In a

$5000 bed.

Commutes to beddown at San

Clements. Buys Biscayne and

Camp David, where the

ponders our fate. Burns 30,000

gallons of gas going and

coming.

WORSHIPS TWO GODS

L Money the Almighty

Dollar

II Violence "Position of

Strength"

Military Department of fear,

hate, and violence. 83 billion

dollars lor instruments of

death annually 500 billion

dollars Viet nam, Cambodia,

The 500 lb. lamb is in his

coat of arms. The energy crisis.

He would still be bombing hell

out1 of Cambodia if we good

guys among the American

people had not stopped him. I

am 1000 for Nixon if he

would only repent of his evil

coverage, which protects the

motorist against claims

for occupational skills, and

placed farm workers in more

than 175,600 agricultural Jobs.

Operating entirely on

federal appropriations, the

State Employment Service

comprises partof the nation's

public employment system

winch was established by

passage of the

Act in the mid 1930's.

Singly and with other State

agencies, it is involved in the

administration of a host of

federal manpower programs,

including!

The Manpower
Development and Training

Act, in which the Em-

ployment Service recruits

and taste applicants for

resulting from damage to other

people's property, is not likely
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manpower agency.

One of two major divisions

to be affected by InvolvementSecurity

them Jobs when training is

completed. In 1973, the

federal government has

approved grants exceeding

No. 3.7 million for MDTA

training in North Carolina.

The Work Incentive

Program (WIN), a nation-

wide project providing

training the Job placement

for persons receiving AFDC

welfare payments.

The Concentrated Em-

ployment program (CEP)

end Rural CEP which

provides intensified training

and job placement services to

residents of high unem-

ployment areas.

Ernrnrich's director of the

N.C. Employment Service Is

John B. Fleming who has 37

years experience in public

employment work.
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la the State in a car pool since the number

Service which of passengers
would not

ordinarily contribute to the

amount of property damage
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done by the car In an accident.

Architects say that many

Foreign Countries .... 1 Year WW
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from Elizabeth City to

Murphy.

Through September of thia

year, staff memb th,

offices had pUKov70,200

23,000 ftppttCflBtH
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who are in training

and is responsible for finding


